
Rapid Recess 
with 

RR foam filler pieces
RAPID RECESS RR25LDK KIT

RAPID RECESS  RRFKL



We are using the RR25LDK kit for linear drain installation at the back wall. 

The cross section above shows the 11/16” recess for the shower pan are 

and 1 11/16” deep recess for the Linear Drain to accommodate for the drain 

depth



Shower pan area is cleaned and ready for plywood subfloor 

cutting



Use flush saw to cut as close to the framing as possible and 

finish cuts with sawzall if needed



Remove screw/nails holding plywood to the floor joists and 

remove plywood



Finish cutting to the next floor joist 

when joists are running parallel to 

shower entry 



Cut the M brackets to size, set over the joists and secure with 

provided screws. 



Last bay at the back wall gets the LZ and LM brackets since it is 

1” deeper than the rest of the recess!!!



Install the Z brackets around 

the parameter of the shower 

and the shower entry 



Secure all 

brackets to 

framing with 

provided screws



Cut ¾” plywood to fit in the space 

between the floor joists but leave a gap 

of 1/16” to allow for expansion



All plywood needs to be screwed down 

every 8” or 1 screw per Z bracket



RR25LDK kit provides one joist bay with 1” deeper recess that the rest 

of the shower pan usually at the back wall 



Install backer board on walls for correct measurements for drain and 

filler pieces 



Drill ( or cut with multi tool) for 

the waste outlet on the drain in 

desired position 



Measure and cut RR filler 

piece for drain 



Measure and cut RR filler 

piece for drain 



Dry-fit your linear drain  

and slope for correct fit 

and depth of shower pan



Showing a sloping 

panel matching 

with the RR filler 

pieces for linear 

drain



The depth of shower from front 

edge of linear drain to flush out 

with ¼” floor underlayment is 44”





CUT SHEETS FOR RAPID RECESS KIT 

RR25LDK



CUT SHEETS FOR RAPID RECESS FOAM 

FILLER PIECE KIT RRFKL


